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From Cowboy to Contemporary

A Painter of Place: Josh Elliott
Andy Warhol at the National Museum of Wildlife Art
Jerry Jordan Paints the Spirit of Old Taos
Architecture in the West: From Roscoe, Montana to San Marcos, Texas

plus:

Rendering: Scott | Edwards Architecture
Collector Abe Hays and Western Spirit: Scottsdale’s Museum of the West
Perspective: Montana Ceramist and Educator Frances Senska [1914–2009]

DETAILS

THINGS WE LOVE

From glamorous gold suitcases to mid-century modern birdhouses, WA&A editors select their favorite objets d’art
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Shari Morrison

Antony Tray by Windsor
Smith for Arteriors

Sky B Airplane Bed by Circu
For the little one whose hero was Leadbottom
in Disney’s “Planes,” we found the
perfect bed. Can you imagine the
dreams to be had in this crop duster replica biplane? Perhaps Dusty
or Skipper Riley will make an
appearance, or even Mayday or
Sparky. Inspired by the movie,
the bedmakers at Circu say
this isn’t just a bed, it’s a place

Arteriors describes this Antony Tray as

of creativity and imagination.

“Renaissance ornament meets rustic

With its giant yellow wings

craft.” Made of hand-riveted copper,

made of fiberglass, real rubber tires

it was created with the repoussè meth-

and red wooden propeller, the Sky B

od, which in French means “to push

Airplane Bed is a painless way to make the transition from the crib. The

back.” It’s an Old World technique

suitcases allow children to climb up and down with ease and double as storage.

that creates a relief design by ham-

€21.930

mering or pressing the reverse side

112 x 66 x 110 inches

of a metal surface. (In fact, the Statue

+351.915.231.231

of Liberty was created in this man-

circu.net

ner.) With its generous size and beau-

Embroidered Napkins by Coral and Tusk

tiful antique silver finish, the Antony
Tray is sure to steal attention at the
dinner table. Equally so, it can double

We think you are going to love these 100-percent linen

as a piece of art on your wall. Might we

napkins by Coral and Tusk as much as we do. Designed

suggest hanging it in the dining room?

by an Appalachian woman whose great-grandmother
was a lacemaker and whose grandmother was a dollmak-

$2,400

er, craft comes naturally to Stephanie Housley. With help

33.5 x 31.5 x 2.5 inches

from her husband, Chris Lacinak, Housley has grown Coral

800.338.2150

and Tusk from one product into many storytelling creations for

arteriorshome.com

every room of the house, offering pillows, artwork, table linens,

Suggested by Robin Baron Design

dolls, accessories and more. They celebrate the theme of adornment
and look to native cultures for inspiration. Housley loves to draw and
embroider, skills she developed as a child on family trips to the Eastern
Seaboard. We reap the benefit of Housley’s creativity while reveling in her thoughtful textile designs.
$44 | 20 x 20 inches
718.388.4188 | coralandtusk.com
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